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Lawyers Beware: You Are What You Post—
The Case for Integrating Cultural Competence,
Legal Ethics, and Social Media

Jan L. Jacobowitz*

First learn the meaning of what you say, and then speak.

—Epictetus

Words used carelessly, as if they [do] not matter in any serious way, often [allow] otherwise well-guarded truths to seep through.

—Douglas Adams

Happy Mother’s Day to all the crack hoes out there. It [s] never too late to turn around, tie your tubes, clean up your life and make [a] difference to someone out there [who] deserves a better mother.

—Assistant State Attorney in Orange County, Florida

I. INTRODUCTION

No thought left unspoken... social media networking—ubiquitous in our society—provides the opportunity for individuals to share their moment-to-moment thoughts and actions. Social media has created communities and its own culture. Social networking has empowered individuals to join together to stage uprisings, support charitable causes, launch entrepreneurial ventures, and generally share the accomplishments and defeats of their daily lives. Many lawyers actively participate in social media networks in their personal and professional lives. Some lawyers employ social media for marketing their practices and obtaining information and evidence to more effectively represent their clients. Unfortunately, other lawyers have found themselves caught in a quagmire of ethical and professional missteps resulting in disciplinary problems and loss of employment. This second group of lawyers often fails to appreciate the application of the legal ethics rules and
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standards of professionalism to the use of social media. Moreover, like many other individuals engaged in social media, these lawyers generally seem to lack perspective on the far-reaching impact that a social media communication may have upon the audience—and ultimately upon the communicator.

This article explores the importance of cultural competence both as a critical component of effective and ethical legal practice and as it pertains to a lawyer’s participation in social media networking. This article will first define cultural competence and its significance to the legal profession. Next, this article will discuss the culture of the legal profession as it is reflected in social science research, popular culture, and scholarly works. Then, this article will examine the culture of social media and the legal profession’s participation in this culture. Finally, this article will explore the interrelationships of the legal profession, cultural competence, and social media with the goal of providing insight and guidance for lawyers to professionally and ethically engage in social networking.

II. DEFINING CULTURAL COMPETENCE

A. Culture

Culture has been described as the “software of the mind.” Like a software program, culture allows the hard drives of our minds to sort and attach meaning to the world around us. More specifically, culture has been defined as the “deposit of knowledge, beliefs, values, attitudes and meanings . . . acquired by a group of people in the course of generations through individual and group striving.” In fact, there are over five hundred working definitions for culture. Employing the following concise definition serves the goal of this article: “Culture is the language, values, beliefs, traditions, and customs people share and learn.”

It is important to note that culture is learned. Geert Hofstede illustrates this principle by placing culture at the middle of a pyramid with human nature at the base of the pyramid and personality at the top. He explains, “exactly where the borders lie between nature and culture, and between culture and personality is a matter of discussion among social scientists.” For exam-

7. Hofstede et al., supra note 4, at 6.
8. Id.
ple, the ability to experience fear, anger, and happiness is part of the basic human "operating system," but culture modifies the manifestations of these emotions. Personality consists of a "unique . . . set of mental programs" derived from heredity, which is "modified by the influence of collective programming (culture) as well as by unique personal experiences."

We all belong to many cultures such as gender, nationality, religion, age, race, and sexual preference. These cultures provide both collective programming and unique personal experiences, which shape the cultural lenses through which we view and define the world. Some of our cultural differences are explicit and noticeable such as the differences in language, religious practice, gender, or age. However, some of our culturally influenced perceptions of our surroundings are so deeply ingrained that we are generally unaware of implicit biases that may influence our communication and reactions. In fact, we all have:

immediate, automatic associations that tumble out before we have time to think. . . . The giant computer that is our unconscious silently crunches all the data it can from the experiences we've had, the people we've met, the lessons we've learned, the books we've read, the movies we've seen, and so on, and it forms an opinion.

Clotaire Rapaille, author of *The Culture Code*, refers to this data as imprints on our minds and explains that "[e]ven the most self-examining of us are rarely in close contact with our subconscious. We have little interaction with

9. *Id.*
10. *Id.* at 7.
11. *Id.* at 17–18. Hofstede describes these subcultures as "several layers of mental programming," which correspond to "different levels of culture." He describes the levels as a national level; a regional and/or ethnic and/or religious and/or linguistic level; a gender level; a social class level related to educational and professional opportunities; and for those employed, a work organizational level.
14. *Id.*
this powerful force that drives so many of our actions." Simply stated, "most people do not know why they do the things they do."16

Malcolm Gladwell describes an interesting example of this subconscious "imprinting" phenomenon in his book, *Outliers: The Story of Success*.17 He traces the cultural heritage of eight families who, in the early 1800's, migrated from the rocky cliffs of the northern British Isles to the Appalachians where they founded Harlan County, Kentucky, which is part of the Cumberland Plateau area. Gladwell details the family feuds over property and chattel that erupted not only in Harlan, but also in neighboring communities throughout the region, thereby creating a culture of violence. Sociologists studied this pattern of feuding in this region and concluded that the violence was caused by a "particularly virulent strain of what sociologists deem a 'culture of honor,'" the origin of which was the region's ancestral heritage. In other words, the Harlan County community's culture of honor, which was a contributing factor to the feuding, was consistent with their ancestral culture that developed hundreds of years ago in the cliffs of Ireland and Scotland. This ancestral culture developed as a result of an individual shepherd's compulsion to protect his herd.20

---

15. RAPAILLE, supra note 12, at 14. French psychiatrist and cultural anthropologist Rapaille explains that emotion is required for learning and that our emotional responses give rise to imprints on our brains. This psycho-emotional phenomenon explains how individuals know where they were, for example, when they learned that President Kennedy was assassinated and other major dramatic events.

16. Id. Rapaille studies culture to assist corporations in marketing products. He conducts focus groups that ask individuals not what they would like in a product but rather, what is their earliest association to a product. In other words, Rapaille believes that you cannot believe what people say; rather, you have to determine what they mean. In this manner, he concluded that the American code for Jeep is horse. A successful marketing campaign subsequently ensued that used a Jeep in a western setting in which a horse might have been substituted for a Jeep. Interestingly, when the Nestle Corporation was struggling to create a market for coffee in Japan in the 1970's, Rapaille determined that the Japanese had no early association for coffee and therefore Nestle would be doomed to fail. Nestle developed an alternative strategy that involved introducing coffee flavored children's desserts in Japan. Twenty years later, after having produced an entire generation with a positive association with coffee, there was a significant market for coffee in Japan. Id. at 1-10.

17. MALCOLM GLADWELL, OUTLIERS: THE STORY OF SUCCESS 166 (2011) [hereinafter GLADWELL, OUTLIERS].

18. Id.

19. Id. The ancestral shepherd's individualistic culture existed in sharp contrast to the cooperative culture found in farming communities where people had to work in collaboration with one another.

20. Id.
Thus, some sociologists suggest that understanding a person's culture requires knowing not only where the person lives but also, and more importantly, where his ancestors lived. By looking further into the past, one can uncover patterns of behavior that are deeply ingrained in a group of people regardless of whether the original environment that gave rise to the cultural trait still exists.

Gladwell illustrates this theory by fast-forwarding to the early 1990s at the University of Michigan where psychologists Dov Cohen and Richard Nisbett conducted an experiment designed to test the deeply ingrained nature of the culture of honor. The experiment involved intentionally antagonizing a group of college-aged males, some of whom were raised in the south and others who were raised in the north, and recording their reactions. The students initially completed a questionnaire and were then instructed to take that questionnaire to a room at the end of a long, narrow hallway. A confederate in the hallway intentionally made the passage difficult by opening a file cabinet drawer and looking annoyed. When a student attempted to pass by, the confederate slammed the drawer, bumped his shoulder into the young man and in a low, but audible voice said, "asshole."21

Although the students from the south no longer lived in the environment of their ancestors—many were the children of upper middle class families—these students exhibited anger, had heightened levels of cortisol and testosterone, gave firmer handshakes, and demonstrated other signs of aggression.22 On the other hand, students who grew up in northern parts of the country were generally amused, had lower cortisol levels, and exhibited no change in the strength of their handshakes.

Gladwell explains:

Cultural legacies are powerful forces. They have deep roots and long lives. They persist, generation after generation, virtually intact, even as the economic and social and demographic conditions that spawned them have vanished, and they play such a role in directing attitude and behavior that we cannot make sense of our world without them.23

Of course, as mentioned above, many of the cultural differences that impact interpersonal communication are more explicit and therefore easier to observe. For example, some cultures value low context communication as opposed to high context communication.24 Low context communication cultures value the direct expression of thoughts and feelings through verbal communication. High context communication cultures, on the other hand, place more value on nonverbal cues and verbal communication is more

21. Id. at 171.
22. See id.
23. GLADWELL, OUTLIERS, supra note 17, at 175.
24. See ADLER, supra note 6, at 44.
nuanced and indirect. The often-cited example of the contrast between these two communication styles is the distinction between communication in eastern and western cultures. An American businessman travels to China to negotiate a business deal. He enters the conference room, offers a firm handshake while making direct eye contact, and launches almost immediately into his business presentation, which is a miserable failure. The American businessman has offended his Chinese counterpart with his direct eye contact, aggressive handshake, and failure to engage in personal conversation before discussing the business deal.

A more dramatic example of the impact of cultural communication styles is found in Gladwell’s chapter, “The Ethnic Theory of Plane Crashes,” which describes the unraveling of the mystery of Korean Air’s tragic number of airline crashes in the 1990s. The number of crashes exceeded industry standards and there was no obvious explanation. Ultimately, the remedy was primarily cultural. The Korean culture’s high context language and hierarchy of relationships prevented the appropriate and direct communication required between captains, first lieutenants, flight engineers, and the control tower employees. An American consultant was hired to alter the airline employees’ cultural communication style. The solution required English as the primary means of direct communication among the flight crew, thereby enabling a cultural shift in communication style that resulted in a significant reduction in airline crashes. Thus, although some cultural components are implicit and difficult to recognize (especially in the moment), an objective analysis of possible implicit and explicit differences may improve communication and productive collaboration in any number of settings.

In fact, when we communicate with others, awareness of the intercultural nature of our communication may be critical to the exchange. Intercultural communication refers to the significance that our cultural differences may have upon the exchange. It is “[t]he process that occurs when two or more cultures or co-cultures exchange messages in a manner that is influenced by their different cultural perceptions and symbol systems, both verbal and nonverbal.” The spectrum of intercultural communication ranges from

25. *See id.*
27. *Id.* at 180.
28. *But see My Thoughts on Gladwell’s Response, Ask a Korean (July 16, 2013), http://askakorean.blogspot.com/2013/07/my-thoughts-on-gladdwells-response.html (debating Gladwell’s description based upon a competing cultural analysis).*
29. *See Gladwell, Outliers, supra note 17, at 180–81.*
30. *Id.* at 182.
31. *Adler, supra note 6, at 40 (citing Samovar, supra note 5).*
a communication in which cultural differences have little impact on the communication to an interaction that is heavily influenced by differences. Thus, for a traveler to a foreign country who does not know the local customs, there may be a significant intercultural impact; however, for a married couple that grew up in different cultures, there may be a low impact based upon a mutual understanding developed throughout their relationship.

For lawyers dealing with clients, the impact may vary depending upon the lawyer's cultural competence. Cultures have varying communication styles and assign different meanings to verbal and nonverbal communication. For example, as discussed above, some cultures use high context communication as opposed to low context communication. Thus, a client's failure to make eye contact, with his attorney may be interpreted from a low context perspective as lack of interest or a less-than-candid response to a question; however, if the client is from a high context communication culture, then he may be avoiding direct eye contact as a sign of respect for the attorney's authority.

Cultures may also be characterized as either individualist or collectivist. The individualist culture values autonomy, individual goal-setting, accountability, and personal choice. The collectivist culture places an emphasis on group harmony, cohesion and choices made in consultation with and often in deference to family and authority figures. These differences often come into play when a client is deciding upon the strategy for either proceeding with litigation or attempting to resolve a legal matter.

For example, Marci Seville discusses the case of a Chinese migrant worker who will not consider reinstatement as an option in settling an em-

32. Id. at 41.
33. Id.
34. See id.; see also Hofstede, supra note 4. There are many categories and characteristics into which cultural differences are analyzed. In addition to those cited above, some of the common ones referred to in the literature are differing attitudes in the areas of power distance, achievement versus nurturing, and uncertainty avoidance. However, it is beyond the scope of this article to thoroughly explore the many fascinating distinctions that have been attributed to cultural difference.
35. Adler, supra note 6, at 44–45.
36. See, e.g., id.
37. See Adler, supra note 6, at 45; see also Hofstede, supra note 4, at 91–92.
38. See Adler, supra note 6, at 45–46.
39. See id.
The Chinese proverb, “The good horse won’t eat back old grass”, provides insight into the client’s stance. The proverb reflects a cultural adage that translates in an employment situation to mean that a good employee will never go back to work for her former employer because to do so would subject the employee to shame among her Chinese co-workers.

Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters provide a powerful illustration of the impact of cultural shame in the case of a Chinese woman charged with the murder of her husband. The woman has a viable self-defense argument and is offered a misdemeanor plea, but informs her lawyers that she cannot accept a plea because it would be humiliating and would shame her ancestors, her children, and their children if she acknowledged any responsibility for the killing—she would rather risk a twenty-five-year jail sentence than suffer the shame of the plea. A lawyer lacking cultural competency would likely have difficulty understanding his clients’ decision-making strategies in these situations.

B. Cultural Awareness

Cultural awareness is a first step towards achieving cultural competence. Cultural awareness involves the process of learning and developing sensitivity to the characteristics of another culture. The ultimate goal is to appreciate the similarities and differences of another culture without judgment. Raymonde Carroll, explains:

Very plainly, I see cultural awareness as a means of perceiving as “normal” things, which initially seem “bizarre” or strange among people of a culture different from one’s own. To manage this, I must imagine a universe in which the “shocking” act can take place and seem “normal” and can take on meaning without ever being noticed. In other words, I must try to enter, for an instant, the cultural imagination of another.

42. Id. at 280.
43. See id.
45. See id.
46. See Jacobowitz, A Rose, supra note 40, at 7.
47. See id.
Interestingly, Carroll’s suggestion might be just as valuable when a parent is attempting to understand the “bizarre” conduct of his teenage child as when a lawyer is struggling to understand the reactions of his client to the settlement and plea offers discussed above. The ever-growing importance of cultural awareness stems from increased mobility and global interaction as a result of access to the Internet, smart phones and communication available on social media. However, awareness of a cultural difference without possession of the skills of cultural competence may result in misinterpreting the difference or failing to effectively employ the awareness toward a more productive interaction.

C. Cultural Competence

Cultural competence involves acumen that moves beyond cultural awareness. Developing cultural competency is an ongoing process that travels on a spectrum. This spectrum includes the elements of awareness, knowledge, and skills. Cultural competency has been defined as “the ability to accurately understand and adapt behavior to cultural difference and commonality.” In other words, having awareness and knowledge of cultural differences is important, but does not alone provide the adaptive skills that define cultural competency.

The developmental stages and traits of cultural competency have been defined by various terminologies. For example, the development of cultural competency has been described as consisting of four levels: the parochial stage, the ethnocentric stage, the synergistic stage and the participatory third culture stage. The shorthand for defining the parochial stage is “my way is the only way,” which signifies a point at which the impact of cultural difference is disregarded. The ethnocentric stage is best described as “I know their way, but my way is better”; thus indicating a degree of cultural awareness, but simultaneously dismissing the other culture as inferior and not worthy of consideration. The synergistic stage is referred to as “my way and their way,” signifying that an individual is aware of both the problems and benefits of cultural differences and is willing to use cultural diversity to create new solutions and alternatives. Finally, the participatory third culture stage is labeled “our way” and involves individuals of different cultures con-

49. See Adler, supra note 6, at 36–37.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
tinuously engaging in dialogue within a particular context to create new meanings and rules for meeting the needs of a specific set of circumstances.  

Jatrine Bentsi-Enchill uses Dr. Milton Bennett’s Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity to describe six stages of cultural competence in relation to the legal profession. She begins with denial, which is a general lack of cultural awareness that may result in difficulty in establishing trusting relationships and client-centered strategies with clients. Stage two is defense, which is similar to “I know their way, but my way is better.” For example, in the situation discussed above in which the Chinese woman would not accept a plea—regardless of the advice of her counsel—because of the role of shame in her culture, it is not difficult to imagine the feelings of frustration and perhaps annoyance that a lawyer lacking in cultural competence might experience.

Stage three is described as minimization of the difference. A lawyer operating at this stage will be aware of and appreciate the cultural differences, but will remain wed to his own culture as the superior one; he may misinterpret a client’s conduct by evaluating it in accordance with his own cultural values. The misinterpretation of a client’s failure to make eye contact as a sign that the client is lying or not interested in his case, without regard to the fact that the client is from a culture of high context communication, is an example of a lawyer operating at this level.

Stage four is acceptance of the difference, which is deemed to be the beginning of the ability to interpret culture through a culturally unbiased lens. This stage is exemplified by the elements of open-mindedness, flexibility, and adaptability, which are central to effective cross-cultural lawyering. For example, if an immigration client offers a lawyer a bribe to expedite the client’s case and the client is from a country in which bribes are commonplace, the lawyer has the ability to both refuse the bribe and not harshly judge the client for making the offer.

Adaptation to the difference is stage five and indicates that a lawyer has developed solid skills in intercultural communication as a result of increased awareness, acceptance, and initiative to understand the nuances of another culture. Finally, stage six is integration of the difference and is

55. Id.
57. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Bentsi-Enchill, supra note 56.
reflected in a lawyer’s ability to evaluate conduct and communication within the cultural frame of reference of another person—meaning a client, colleague, opposing counsel, or adverse party. Lawyers at this level will demand intercultural competence and support education and training programs targeted towards this goal.

Regardless of the manner in which the stages on the spectrum of cultural competency are described, the progression along the spectrum generally involves three main components: attitude, knowledge, and interpersonal communication skills. Attitude may be partially fueled by motivation, but also includes traits such as a tolerance for ambiguity and open-mindedness. Generally, interpersonal communicators are concerned with reducing uncertainty about one another. In an intercultural communication, the level of uncertainty may be especially high and create ambiguity when neither communicator is fluent in the other language. Studies have shown that competent intercultural communicators not only tolerate, but also often embrace this type of ambiguity. Additionally, these communicators recognize the importance of remaining nonjudgmental and open-minded about the habits of different cultures; they realize that judgment leads to bias and stereotyping, which inhibits cultural competency.

Knowledge and skills, the other components of cultural competency, require both self-awareness and awareness of or empathy towards others. Knowledge can be derived from passive observation, that is, noticing the behavior of another culture and adapting insights gained from observation to appropriately tailor communication. Knowledge may also be derived from active strategies such as reading, enrolling in courses, watching films, and speaking to experts in the area. Another strategy is honest self-disclosure, that is, expressing your cultural ignorance and a willingness to learn about another person’s culture.

Stephanie West Allen, in conducting workshops for mediators, suggests that a lawyer ask himself four questions that are designed to gauge cultural competency. The first question is: What is your own cultural heritage? This question calls for a reflection and awareness of the lawyer’s own background to provide the lawyer with a better starting point for comparison.

The second question is: What is my comfort level with people who are culturally different? The query asks the lawyer to consider whether he is

63. Adler, supra note 6, at 48–49.
64. Id.
65. Id.
67. Id. at 5.
68. Id.
69. Id.
comfortable with ambiguity and open-minded about other cultures or instead 
views his culture as superior to others.70

The third question is: How much do I know about the tendencies of my 
own mind?71 This question compels a lawyer to consider his implicit biases 
and cognitive traps.72

The final question is: Do I know that the ways of my culture are not 
universal?73 In other words, beyond recognizing general differences does a 
lawyer fully comprehend that even seeming “universal truths” in the U.S. 
legal profession, such as, confidentiality, may not be defined as such in an-
other cultural context, such as collectivism, in which ownership of the dis-
pute would not belong solely to the individual and sharing information with 
the group would be the preferable way to reach consensus on strategy for 
proceeding with a case.74

While Allen’s questions are posed in the context of a mediation work-
shop, the questions have broad application for cultural competency not only 
in other areas of the legal profession, but also for general intercultural com-
munication competency.75 Allen’s analysis also highlights the fact that the 
legal profession is a culture unto itself.

Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters expand the concept of the legal profes-
sion as a culture in their seminal article Five Habits for Cross-Cultural 
Lawyering in which they explain that, “even when a lawyer and a non-law 
trained client share a common culture, the client and the lawyer will likely 
experience the lawyer-client interaction as a cross-cultural experience be-
cause of the cultural differences that arise from the legal culture.”76 Bryant 
and Koh Peters’ article is primarily geared towards enhancing cross-cultural 
communication and building “trust and understanding between lawyers and 
clients,”77 an area of growing significance and increasing scholarship.78

70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Allen, supra note 5, at 5.
73. Id.
74. See Liwen Mah, The Legal Profession Faces New Faces: How Lawyers’ Pro-
fessional Norms Should Change to Serve a Changing American Population, 93 
75. Andrea A. Curcio et al., A Survey Instrument To Develop, Tailor, and Help 
Measure Law Student Cultural Diversity Education Learning Outcomes, 38 
76. Bryant & Peters, supra note 44, at 1.
77. Id. (providing lawyers who are “in a cross-cultural relationship” with a three-
step process: “(1) A lawyer should be able to identify his assumptions. (2) A 
lawyer should challenge those assumptions with fact. (3) A lawyer should prac-
tice law/lawyering based on fact.”).
In fact, I have suggested that cultural competency be incorporated into the interpretations of competence, diligence, communication, and confidentiality contained in the rules of professional conduct.79 Perhaps in a similar vein, in August 2012, the ABA amended the notations under Rule 1.1 Competence to include the statement "a lawyer must be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of technology."80 Indeed, technology has created a global environmental and cultural shift that is impacting competence in the practice of law, but this global environment also compels the value of cultural competency for the legal profession in its dealing with clients.

Moreover, there are other reasons to explore culture competency and how it may influence the conduct of lawyers when confronted with shifting cultural norms in society. This article is focused less on the lawyer-client relationship and more on lawyers understanding their own professional culture in relation to the changing landscape and culture of connectivity arising from the advancements of technology and social media. Of course, as technology pervades the practice of law, the lawyer-client relationship is impacted, but the greater significance may lie in the culture clashes between the developing social media culture and the traditional culture of the legal profession such that some lawyers are tripping on ethical landmines and are surprised by the resulting explosions that are damaging their reputations and threatening their careers.

III. THE CULTURE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION

So what is the culture of the legal profession? If we return to the fundamental definition of culture as "the language, values, beliefs, traditions, and customs people share and learn" and apply the metaphor of culture as a "software program of the mind," some thoughts may immediately come to mind. Lawyers are highly educated. Lawyers speak their own language of legalese. Lawyers value justice, the rule of law, and equality. Lawyers are the

78. See Seville, supra note 41; Curcio, supra note 75; Katherine Frink-Hamlett, The Case for Cultural Competency, N.Y. L.J. (2011); Jacobowitz, A Rose, supra note 40; Mah, supra note 7474; Nelson Miller, Beyond Bias—Cultural Competence as a Lawyer Skill, Mich. B.J. 38 (June 2008).

79. Jacobowitz, A Rose, supra note 40, at 8. ("If cultural competency was mandated, then competence would be defined as not only having the requisite legal skill, but also having an understanding of the culture of the client. Diligence would compel a lawyer to pursue a case in a manner consistent with the cultural values of the client. Communication would result in not only keeping the client informed, but in doing so in a style that is consistent with the client’s culture and manner of communication. Confidentiality would be explained and treated in a manner consistent with the individualist or collectivist viewpoint.").

80. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.1 (2012); see also MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 5.3, 5.5 (2012) (amended to incorporate outsourcing of legal work that has also been the result of technology and other changes in the practice of law).
voice of the people. Lawyers are zealous advocates. Lawyers value integrity and objectivity.

Or perhaps if we consider public opinion polls, pop culture and sociological analysis, we might say that lawyers are “ambulance chasers.” Lawyers are greedy. Lawyers are contentious and some are downright nasty. Lawyers are depressed, substance abusers who have lost their way. Lawyers are amoral. Lawyers value winning no matter what the cost. In fact, social science research stereotypes lawyers as:

self-confident, dominant, argumentative, aggressive, combative, cunning, highly intelligent, ingenious, required or permitted to use drama for effect, committed above all else to prevail for their clients and causes, involved in work, well-dressed, driven toward competence, ambitious, competitive with others in the field, and interested in social issues. It also portrays lawyers as working long hours; writing convincingly, interestingly, and creatively; not being uncomfortable lying; living in suburban, upper-middle-class neighborhoods; and driving sports cars.81

Susan Daicoff indicates that some of these stereotypes are supported by research on lawyers.

She has developed a personality profile for lawyers that she describes as follows:

a) A drive to achieve, evidenced by an achievement orientation;

b) Dominance, aggression, competitiveness, and masculinity;

c) Emphasis on rights and obligations over emotions, interpersonal harmony, and relationships;

d) Materialistic, pragmatic values over altruistic goals; and

e) Higher than normal psychological distress.82

Thus, various contrasting images of lawyers emerge when attempting to define the culture of the legal profession. There are several reasons why it may


82. **Id.** at 41. After tracing the five thousand year history of lawyers, Andrus concludes that a lawyer is defined by the following traits: ethics; ability to heighten a client’s legal conscious; insight and savvy with regard to problems, clients, and issues; in tune with the sound, smell, taste, and feel of words; ability to prepare and present a position; ability to properly organize and analyze facts; ability to see both sides of a dispute; ability to critique his or her own position (not just the other side’s); a possession of deep and extensive knowledge based on personal experience and learning; a refined sense of justice—even in these cynical times; ability to embrace meaningful evaluation of his or her abilities and faults; active pursuit of evaluation through peers, clients, and introspection. **See R. BLAIN ANDRUS, LAWYER: A BRIEF 5,000 YEAR HISTORY** 374–383 (2009).
be difficult to readily identify a consensus on the cultural attributes of the profession.

First, if the mind is the "hard drive" in the technology metaphor that labels culture as software, then clearly the legal profession's culture is only one of many software programs running in the minds of lawyers. Everyone, including lawyers, has multiple cultural software applications simultaneously running in the mind's hard drive.83 Thus, regardless of an individual's immersion into the profession through law school and work experience, that individual was culturally "programmed" before becoming a lawyer. Differences in gender, religious upbringing, ethnicity, race, socio-economic background, nationality, and other variables that constitute an individual's unique mental programming impact the cultural lens through which he views the world and influence how that individual assimilates into the legal profession's culture. In other words, determining "where the border lies between nature and culture, and between culture and personality" remains a challenge.84

Second, the public's perception—based upon personal interaction and the experience of friends and family—may widely vary. Individuals often interact with lawyers in connection with extremely stressful events—divorce, bankruptcy, personal injuries—and the perception of the culture of the legal profession may be significantly influenced by the outcome of an individual's case and his general experience with one lawyer.

Third, popular culture has portrayed lawyers on a spectrum that ranges from idyllic (think Gregory Peck as Atticus Fitch in To Kill a Mockingbird) to the devil incarnate (think Al Pacino as John Milton in Devil's Advocate).85 Lawyer jokes abound and reference to Shakespeare's "First, kill all the lawyers" prose survives through the centuries.86

Finally, since its inception, the American legal profession has been both exalted and criticized by scholars and commentators. Alexis de Tocqueville's early observations provide a reference point. He is often quoted on his view

83. See Hofstede, supra note 4, at 17–18; see also Daicoff, supra note 81, at 51 ("People who choose law have some unique characteristics as children and as students . . . suggesting that [some aspects of the] the lawyer's personality develops long before . . . law school.").
84. Hofstede, supra note 4, at 6.
85. See Andrus, supra note 82, at xxiii.
that lawyers occupied a position of trust and served the best interest of the people. Adam White explains:

By Tocqueville’s telling, the legal class had the public’s trust because the people know that lawyers’ “interest is to serve the people’s cause”; indeed, although the lawyer is drawn “to the aristocracy by his habits and his tastes,” he first and foremost “belongs to the people by his interest and by his birth[.]” Thus lawyers, drawn from the people yet trained to be an elite class, become the “natural liaison” between the two classes—the “sole aristocratic element that can be mixed without effort into the natural elements of democracy and combined in a happy and lasting manner with them.”

White notes that even in Tocqueville’s time, the legal profession had its critics. Gordon Wood, a Jeffersonian Populist implored people to “keep up the cry against Judges, Lawyers . . . and all other designing men, and to do ‘their utmost at election to prevent all men of talents, lawyers, rich men from being elected.’” Wood wrote that lawyers’ efforts to attract clients and “support [ ] any cause that offers” had “obliterated all [lawyers] regard to right and wrong.”

The tension between a lawyer’s role as a proponent of the public good and a lawyer’s self-interest in obtaining financial success, as identified by Gordon Wood, has been analyzed, bemoaned, and rationalized by leading scholars and lawyers throughout the past two centuries. Louis Brandeis counseled lawyers to focus less on corporate interests and more on the public good. As “big business” became a driving force in the American economy, Roscoe Pound implored lawyers to “remain wary of ‘the general and increasing bigness of things in which individual responsibility as a member of a profession is diminished or even lost, and economic pressure upon the lawyer [to] make the money-making aspect of the calling the primary or even the sole interest.’”

87. Phil C. Neal, De Tocqueville and the Role of the Lawyer in Society, 50 MARQ. L. REV. 607, 607-08 (1967); Mah, supra note 74, at 1727.
89. Id. at 2.
90. Id. at 8.
91. Id. at 8 (citing Roscoe Pound, The Lawyer from Antiquity to Modern Times 354 (1953)). Interestingly, in his book, Andrus notes that “[i]n early America, the Laws and Liberties of 1648 omitted the stipulation contained in Section 26 of the Body of Liberties of 1641 that a lawyer may not receive remunerations for his services. Hence by 1648 (at least sub silentio) the paid
More recently, in 1993, Anthony Kronman commented on these clashing values in his book, *The Lost Lawyer: Failing Ideals of the Legal Profession*, by suggesting that:

A culture that reinforces the idea that the practice of law affords deeper satisfactions than the mere production of income is bound to affect the ideals that lawyers share... and thus to exert a strong counter pressure against the natural interest that lawyers have always had in making money... When this norm is relaxed, or reversed, as it has been in recent years, the counter pressure is removed and the interest in moneymaking begins inevitably to play a larger role in defining the aims of professional life[.].

In 2010, Tom Morgan controversially wrote in his book, *The Vanishing American Lawyer*, that “lawyers in America are not now a profession and—over most of their history—they have never been one.” His assertion is tied to his theory that without the concepts of profession and professionalism, lawyers may be more successful in adapting to the evolving legal needs of the new global, technology driven society.

In a review of the book, Neil Hamilton challenged Morgan’s proposition and asserted that the concept of law as a profession fosters an ethical professional identity, which benefits not only lawyers, but also society. However, Hamilton notes that he and Morgan agree upon the fundamental characteristics of the legal “profession.”

attorney was recognized—though certainly not welcomed.” Andrus, supra note 82, at pxxix.

92. Anthony Kronman, *The Lost Lawyer: Failing Ideals of the Legal Profession* 296 (1993). “These norms are informed by two influences, which are often in tension with one another. First, the profession sees nobility in its cause, believing that the practice of law in the spirit of a public service can and ought to be the hallmark of the legal profession. Justice Sandra Day O’Connor noted that the profession’s norm entails an ethical obligation to temper one’s selfish pursuit of economic success by adhering to standards of conduct that could not be enforced either by legal fiat or through the discipline of the market. Second, the profession sees value in its own perpetuation, economically, politically, and socially. While the profession’s economic viability is essential, many Americans view lawyers with distrust and are skeptical about whether lawyers’ current norms exist more to serve themselves than to serve their clients.” Mah, supra note 74, at 1725 (internal citations omitted).
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Professor Morgan argues, and I agree, that everyone benefits from having lawyers—and others acting alongside and in competition with lawyers—act with high character and a sense of pride and dignity in the excellence of the work. He also advocates, and I agree, that lawyers should internalize high degrees of "integrity, loyalty, competence, and confidentiality." My definition of professionalism drawn from the ABA professionalism reports includes also public service, respect for the legal system, independent professional judgment, peer review and self-restraint in seeking sustainable profits. He notes, and I agree, that all legal service providers exercise implicit moral judgments when they decide how to act on matters that they handle, and society benefits if these are good moral judgments.96

IV. TOWARD A WORKING DEFINITION OF THE CULTURE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION

Thus, from Tocqueville to Morgan and Hamilton, legal scholars have robustly written about the role and characteristics of lawyers and the legal profession.97 Implicit in the literature is the description of the cultural traits of the legal profession. Because the spectrum of personality traits and cultural norms is so wide-ranging and controversial, it becomes necessary to develop a contextual definition to proceed with a meaningful discussion of the juxtaposition of the culture of the legal profession with social media cul-

96. Id.

97. See also JAMES E. MOLITERNO, ETHICS OF THE LAWYER’S WORK 5, 58–60 (2003) (distinguishing between personal identity and the role of the lawyer and exploring the connection between the traditional attributes and role of a lawyer and the considerations of personal values in assuming the role of a lawyer). Moliterno quotes David Luban on the conflict that may arise between personal and role morality, defining role morality as being tied to the principles of partisanship and nonaccountability as they relate to the obligation to the client as a first priority. DAVID LUBAN, LAWYERS AND JUSTICE: AN ETHICAL STUDY xix–xxi (1988). Moliterno also quotes William Simon’s four shared lawyering principles as neutrality, partisanship, procedural justice, and professionalism. William H. Simon, The Ideology of Advocacy: Procedural Justice and Professional Ethics, Wis. L. Rev. 29, 36, 38 (1978); RICHARD ZITRIN & CAROL M. LANGFORD, THE MORAL COMPASS OF THE AMERICAN LAWYER 3–4 (1999) (exploring the proposition that “[e]very day, American lawyers in a wide variety of practices face competing principles—among the most important, the choice between representing a client’s interests diligently and being truthful in one’s words and deeds . . . Just as the rules of ethics are based on substantially on moral standards, each lawyer must ultimately decide how to balance ethics with the moral principles of our society. . . .”).
ture and general cultural competency. Guidance may be found in the Carnegie Foundation’s Report, Educating Lawyers—Preparation for the Profession of Law (Carnegie Report) and in the Preamble to the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which echoes Hamilton’s identifiers of integrity, loyalty, competence, confidentiality, and respect for the legal system.

The Carnegie Report explains:

professions are critically determined by the education of their members . . . . By providing systematic immersion into a distinctive knowledge base, professional schools set their students apart from lay people, binding them into a shared pattern of thinking and acting. . . . Professional education teaches both a way of understanding how the world works and a distinctive set of skills for working in the world. But, perhaps most decisively, professional education forms the identity of the future professional, showing how to succeed and how to comport oneself as . . . a member of the bar. . . .

In particular, the academic setting of most law school training emphasizes the priority of analytical thinking in which students learn to categorize and discuss persons and events in highly generalized terms. This emphasis on analysis and system has profound effects in shaping a legal frame of mind. It conveys at a deep, largely uncritical level an understanding of the law as a formal and rational system, however much its doctrines and rules may diverge from the commonsense understandings of the layperson. This preference for the procedural and systematic gives a common tone to legal discourse that students are quick to notice, even if reproducing it consistently is often a major learning challenge. . . .

[T]he task of connecting these conclusions [based upon abstracting facts from natural contexts and then applying rules and procedures to draw conclusions based upon reasoning] with the rich complexity of actual situations that involve full-dimensional people, let alone the job of thinking through the social consequences or ethical aspects of the conclusions remains outside of the method.99

98. The difficulty in reaching consensus and narrowing the definition of the culture of the profession is also probably compounded by the fact that in 2009 the legal profession had dramatically grown to approximately 890,000 lawyers in the U.S. as compared to 213,000 in 1960. ANDRUS, supra note 82, at xxviii.

Thus, the Carnegie Report details some of the shared customs and values of legal education and notes the analytical, dispassionate critical thinking that is the hallmark of legal analysis. It is also critical of what it deems to be legal education’s failure to focus on the practical realities and ethical challenges inherent in the practice of law.

If we accept as fundamental the learned attribute of analytical thinking, or thinking like a lawyer, and then review the aspirations of the legal profession, which are reflected in the ABA Preamble to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, we may establish a working definition of some of the main components of the culture of the legal profession. The preamble defines a lawyer as “a representative of clients, an officer of the legal system and a public citizen having special responsibility for the quality of justice.” It also asserts that “[i]n all professional functions a lawyer should be competent, prompt and diligent, maintain communication with a client, [and] keep in confidence information relating to representation of a client.

A lawyer’s role is deemed to be vital “in the preservation of society . . . and . . . [the fulfillment of this role requires an understanding by lawyers of their relationship to our legal system. The Rules of Professional Conduct, when properly applied, serve to define that relationship.” Yet, “a lawyer is also guided by personal conscience and the approbation of professional peers. A lawyer should strive to attain the highest level of skill, to improve the law and the legal profession and to exemplify the legal profession’s ideals of public service.”

Thus, a review of the literature, which discusses the culture and role of the legal profession, the social science and psychology, which attributes various personal traits and values to lawyers, the Carnegie Report’s insights, and the ABA Preamble’s aspirations, reveals a few common threads. Lawyers generally are highly analytical, logical thinkers in a profession that emphasizes loyalty and confidentiality to the client and respect for the rule of law and the legal system. Nonetheless, traditional legal training does not necessa-
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rily emphasize the connection between abstract analytical thinking and the “thinking through the social consequences or ethical aspects of the conclusions” that are reached as a result of applying facts to the law in a rational manner.

So, perhaps a shorthand description of the culture of the legal profession includes a culture that emphasizes analytical thinking, loyalty and confidentiality towards its clients, and respect for others in acknowledgment of the vital role of the legal profession in society. Further abbreviated, the legal profession may be seen as a culture exemplified by the normative values of analytical thinking, confidentiality and respect.

Assuming these normative values to be cornerstones of the legal profession, the professional culture may be analyzed in the context of social media, but only after the culture of social media is identified and defined.

V. THE CULTURE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

If the working definition of culture as “the language, values, beliefs, traditions, and customs people share and learn” is applied to social media, an emerging, seemingly new culture becomes apparent. However, Tom Standage concludes that from a historical and behavioral perspective, the Internet is merely the latest iteration of a social networking culture that has developed over the last two thousand years. In his recent book, Writing on the Wall: Social Media—The First 2,000 Years, Standage explains that human beings are inherently social animals with brains that have evolved to process information, exchange information to assess and maintain positions in social networks, and use media technology “to extend this exchange of information across time and space to include people who are not physically present.” He observes that “sharing information with other people in our social networks is, it would appear, a central part of being human.” As for the current social media networking, he asserts:

[[the Internet, with its instant, global reach, does this particularly effectively, allowing users to share information with unprecedented ease. But it is by no means the first technology to have supported such a social media environment; it is merely the most recent and most efficient way that humans have found to scratch a prehistoric itch.]

105. These terms are certainly not meant to be all encompassing, but rather representative of some of the values of the legal profession that are relevant to the discussion of the legal profession’s engagement in social media.

106. Adler, supra note 6.

107. Tom Standage, Writing on the Wall: Social Media—The First 2,000 Years 7–8 (2013).

108. Id. at 14.
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Standage traces the history of social communication from the invention of writing approximately five thousand years ago and the literal writing on walls, through the development of the Internet and social networking posts on virtual walls. He sees the 150 years before the invention of the Internet to be a time that was “overshadowed by centralized media operating on a broadcast model.”

He claims, “[s]ocial forms of media based on sharing, copying, and personal recommendation, which prevailed for centuries, have been dramatically reborn, supercharged by the Internet.”

Standage concludes:

[t]oday, blogs are the new pamphlets. Microblogs and online social networks are the new coffeehouses. Media-sharing sites are the new commonplace books. They are all shared, social platforms that enable ideas to travel from one person to another, rippling through networks of people connected by social bonds, rather than having to squeeze through the privileged bottleneck of broadcast media. The rebirth of social media in the Internet age represents a profound shift—and a return, in many respects, to the way things used to be.

Although Standage views social networking as a phenomenon that is engrained in the human culture, he also concedes that “[w]orking out the implications and long term consequences of this new media environment is the giant collective experiment in which humanity is now engaged.” Thus, the specific normative values and customs of today’s social networking culture are a work in progress.

Jose Van Dijck notes in her book, The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media, that “[i]n less than a decade, the norms for online sociality have dramatically changed, and they are still in flux. Patterns of behavior that traditionally existed in offline (physical) sociality are increasingly mixed with social and sociotechnical norms created in an online environment, taking on a new dimensionality.”

It is likely that this dynamic fluxing is contributing to the disturbances arising in the legal profession’s culture when lawyers violate legal ethics norms with conduct that otherwise aligns with social media norms. Dijck shares legal scholar Julie Cohen’s insights about culture as an ongoing, dy-
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namic process, which is especially applicable to the evolving nature of online networking.\textsuperscript{115} Cohen explains:

culture is not a fixed collection of texts and practices, but rather an emergent, historically and materially contingent process through which understandings of self and society are formed and reformed. The process of culture is shaped by the self-interested actions of powerful institutional actors, by the everyday practices of individuals and communities, and by ways of understanding and describing the world that have complex histories of their own. The lack of fixity at the core of this conception of culture does not undermine its explanatory utility; to the contrary, it is the origin of culture's power.\textsuperscript{116}

As the culture of social media continues to form, further insight may be gained by examining current practices and the nature of the communication at play.

A. Communication

A look at fundamental communication studies lays a foundation that assists in outlining the culture of social media. Face to face communication is sometimes described in terms of the "richness" of the exchange, which means not only an observation of the words employed, but also an analysis of any nonverbal communication that accompanies those words.\textsuperscript{117} On the other hand, communication on social media is distinguished by its "leaness" or lack of nonverbal cues.\textsuperscript{118} This "lean" quality renders the mediated communication harder to confidently interpret. Both the sender and receiver must strive for clarity.\textsuperscript{119} The sender may attempt to carefully select his words to avoid ambiguity.\textsuperscript{120} The receiver may need to clarify his interpretation of the message to avoid erroneous assumptions.\textsuperscript{121}

Online communication is considered to be asynchronous communication, meaning that there is a time gap between when a message is sent and

\textsuperscript{115} Id. at 20.
\textsuperscript{117} ADLER, supra note 6, at 176–182. There are many studies and a robust literature on the meaning of how we position our bodies, the movement of our eyes, and the hundreds of facial expressions in which we engage. Moreover, nonverbal communication not only has some universal application, but also may vary by the cultural attributes of the communicator.
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The receiver may ponder the response or may choose not to respond at all. Nonetheless, online communicators are more likely to communicate in a hyper-personal manner that accelerates the nature of personal sharing beyond what would naturally occur in face-to-face exchanges.

Moreover, the tendency to transmit messages without considering their consequences is more likely to occur on mediated channels and is a phenomenon known as “disinhibition.” When extreme disinhibition leads to angry or vicious outbursts, the communication is known as “flaming.” Unfortunately, some communicators learn the painful lesson that although face-to-face communication is transitory, online communication is permanent and may be forwarded to a vast audience.

VI. LANGUAGE, VALUES, CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS

Facebook, one of the most popular social networks in the world, uses the language of “friending,” “liking,” and “sharing.” “Friending” denotes an individual’s network of contacts, a badge of honor for some teenagers, who may or may not be “friends” in the more traditional sense of the word. “Liking” “pushes popular ideas or things with a high degree of emotional value, arguably at the expense of rational judgments for which there are no buttons in the online universe; ‘difficult but important’ is not a judgment prompted by social media sites.” Sharing is perhaps the fundamental culture code for social networking. The tension between online sharing and privacy is the subject of ongoing debate among scholars, and public policy commentators; this tension has also given rise to litigation across a wide spectrum of legal scenarios.

Sharing and connection as fundamental normative values in the social media networking world are reflected in the opening statement of Facebook Principles, which states:

We are building Facebook to make the world more open and transparent, which we believe will create greater understanding and connection. Facebook promotes openness and transparency by giving individuals greater power to share and connect, and certain principles guide Facebook in pursuing these goals. Achieving
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these principles should be constrained only by limitations of law, technology, and evolving social norms. We therefore establish these Principles as the foundation of the rights and responsibilities of those within the Facebook service.  

Share and connect reflect social media networking normative values that Facebook acknowledges are evolving social norms. Tweeting to followers, connecting on LinkedIn, and sharing photos on Instagram are all variations on this theme. Sharing is promoted as a positive attribute towards reaching a collective understanding that will improve the world. As of October 2014, there were 1.35 billion active monthly Facebook users worldwide.

The social media culture begs the questions: Do I join? If not, will I be left behind or forgotten? If so, with which networks should I engage? With how many people should I connect? How much information should I share and how many pictures and status updates should I post? Some people are reluctant joiners, some stay away, and still others join and incorporate social media into their daily lives. If we revisit Standage’s premise that human beings are essentially hard wired for sharing and connecting and that social media and the Internet are just the latest cultural manifestation of an age old human behavior, then it seems inevitable that social media is here to stay.

So, here’s the query: how does an individual manage his online identity as distinct from his offline persona? Mark Zuckerberg, the Facebook founder, has explained, “You have one identity. The days of you having a different image for your work friends or co-workers and for the other people you

129. See Facebook Home Page, FACEBOOK, https://www.facebook.com/principles.php (last visited Apr. 13, 2015) (emphasis added); see also DUCK, supra note 114, at 60. Dijck notes that the concept of sharing has become ambiguous as it not only may refer to sharing among users, but also among social networks and third party vendors. Regardless, for the purposes of this article, the concept of sharing among users is the more pertinent one. Her book is an interesting study of five of the major social media platforms and the influence of owners of these platforms juxtaposed with the demands of the users as the culture of connectivity continues to evolve. For the purposes of this article, an acknowledgment of the predominant characteristics of sharing, liking and friending or connecting, which run throughout most major social media networks, will suffice.
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know are probably coming to an end pretty quickly.”132 He adds: “[h]aving two identities for yourself is an example of a lack of integrity.”133

VII. THE LEGAL PROFESSION AND SOCIAL MEDIA

So what does the concept of a blended online and offline identity mean for the legal profession? In 2013, an increasing number of lawyers who responded to the annual ABA Technology Survey reported that they are participating in social media in both their personal and professional lives.134 In fact, the survey results indicate that approximately eighty percent of lawyers maintain an online presence for professional purposes and ninety four percent use social media for personal reasons.135 Law firms and individual lawyers have websites that link to blogs, Twitter, and Facebook accounts. The legal profession is employing social media to advertise and to gather information about clients, opposing parties, witnesses, jurors and judges.136 Transactional lawyers are considering social media when conducting due diligence.137 And yes, lawyers are sharing aspects of their personal lives—their opinions, vacation photos, birthday greetings and even their “likes”—with all of their “friends.”

In fact, recent state bar opinions have advised that lawyers may investigate clients, opposing parties, witnesses, and jurors on social media with the general stipulation that publicly posted information that is readily available to anyone is fair game, but sending a request to connect with a person may be impermissible or subject to specific criteria.138 For example, sending a
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Facebook friend request to a juror is impermissible as it is a violation of most state’s versions of Model Rule 3.5, which prohibits lawyers from engaging in ex parte communication with a juror. Similarly, sending a Facebook friend request to a represented party violates the no contact prohibition found in most state’s versions of Model Rule 4.2. On the other hand, some states have opined that sending a friend request to a witness may be permissible if there is full disclosure by the sender as to the nature of the inquiry and the connection to an anticipated or pending lawsuit.

Recently, social media has invaded other aspects of discovery and states have begun to issue opinions on what lawyers may advise clients to do regarding removing social media content prior to or during litigation. The debate in this area concerns the question: under what circumstances may the removal of social media content be tantamount to spoliation? New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania Philadelphia, and Florida ethics advisory opinions all suggest that removal and preservation may be possible, but warn that legal analysis of spoliation must be considered. There is also a growing body of case law that addresses those circumstances under which social media evidence may be compelled by court order.


144. See Agnieszka A. McPeak, The Facebook Digital Footprint: Paving Fair and Consistent Pathways to Civil Discovery of Social Media Data, 48 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 887, 910 (2013); see also Romano v. Steelcase, Inc., 907 N.Y.S. 2d 650, 656 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2010) ("Since [sic] Plaintiff knew that her information may become publicly available, she cannot now claim that she had a rea-
Additionally, a number of states have advised on another hotly debated social media topic—whether judges may be friends with lawyers on Facebook. On one end of the spectrum, states such as Florida have voiced the conservative viewpoint that a judge should not be connected on social media with a lawyer who may appear before the judge.145 On the other end, however, states such as South Carolina have offered a more liberal view that encourages judges to participate in the interest of community, but cautions them not to discuss any case pending before them in accordance with Judicial Cannons prohibiting bias and the appearance of impropriety.146

So, with all of this advice being offered by the state and local bar associations and the ABA, why do lawyers who are engaged in social media continue to stumble onto ethical and professional landmines? In fact, lawyers continue to face discipline for a wide array of social media related offenses. In Florida, a lawyer was reprimanded for blogging about a judge’s controversial courtroom procedures and referring to her as an “evil, unfair witch”

reasonable expectation of privacy.”); see also Beswick v. Northwest Med. Ctr., Inc., No. 07-020592, 2011 WL 7005038 (Fla. 17th Cir. Ct. Nov. 3, 2011) (Defendants sought discovery of information Plaintiff shared on social networking sites concerning her noneconomic damages and the court found this information to be “clearly relevant to the subject matter of the current litigation and . . . reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence.”); see also Levine v. Culligan of Fla., Inc., No. 50-2011-CA-010339-XXXXMB, 2013 WL 1100404, at *5 (Fla. 15th Cir. Ct. Jan. 29, 2013) (finding that “the critical factor in determining when to permit discovery of social media is whether the requesting party has a basis for the request” and that “Defendant ha[d] not come forth with any information from the public portions of any of Plaintiff’s profiles that would indicate that there [was] relevant information on her profiles that would contradict the claims in th[e] case”); see also Salvalto v. Miley, No. 5:12-CV-635-Oc-10PRL, 2013 WL 2712206, at *2 (M.D. Fla. June 11, 2013); see also Root v. Balfour Beatty Const. LLC, 132 So.3d 867 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2014); see also Nucci v. Target Corporation, No. 4D14-138, 2015 WL 71726 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2014 Jan. 7, 2015) (finding that “[i]t would take a great novelist, a Tolstoy, a Dickens, or a Hemingway, to use words to summarize the totality of a prior life. If a photograph is worth a thousand words, there is no better portrayal of what an individual’s life was like than those photographs the individual has chosen to share through social media before the occurrence of an accident causing injury.”).

among other derogatory characterizations. In Illinois, a public defender received discipline for blogging about her clients, using derogatory language and identifying them by their prison numbers or reference to their first names. In Virginia, a lawyer agreed to a five year suspension of his license and paid over a half million dollars in sanctions as a result of instructing his client to “clean up his Facebook page,” delete his Facebook account, and sign answers to interrogatories that stated as of the date of the signing that he did not have a Facebook account. In Georgia, a lawyer was reprimanded when she responded to a client’s negative review on the lawyer rating service AVVO and thereby breached client confidentiality. In yet another Florida case, a public defender was terminated after she posted a picture of her client’s leopard printed underwear on Facebook and commented on the family’s choice of proper client attire. As Public Defender Carlos Martinez explained after terminating the lawyer, “[w]hen a lawyer broadcasts disparaging and humiliating words and pictures, it undermines the basic client relationship and it gives the appearance that [the client] is not receiving a fair trial.

All of these disciplinary actions involve the application, in a social media context, of the traditional rules requiring respect for the judiciary, client confidentiality, and fairness to opposing counsel. However, there is also a growing list of examples of “random” postings—either done anonymously or openly—of thoughts and feelings about cases, controversies or current issues, the publication of which are jeopardizing the reputations and careers of the lawyers involved.

For example, last summer two public defenders were terminated after posting derogatory statements on their Facebook accounts about Palestinians
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in connection with the death of three Israeli teenagers.\textsuperscript{153} After terminating the two lawyers, Public Defender Howard Feinstein said that he was stunned by the nature of the Facebook posts and explained that it is “[t]ime for us to learn and grow and draw the line in the sand firmly that as public defenders we have a higher calling and we cannot engage in hate speech that interferes with the mission of this office which is equal justice for all.”\textsuperscript{154}

In September, an Arkansas judge was removed from the bench and banned from holding office after he posted comments about his cases on a University of Louisiana online message board under the pseudonym “geauxjudge.” Some of his comments were seen as reflecting bias against women, African Americans, and the gay community.\textsuperscript{155} The judge also included commentary about the confidential adoption of a child by actress Charlize Theron.\textsuperscript{156}

In 2011, an Indiana state prosecutor was terminated after he tweeted “use live ammunition” in response to the news report that riot police had been ordered to remove protestors from the state capital of Madison, Wisconsin.\textsuperscript{157}

In 2011, a Minnesota Assistant U.S. Attorney made headlines after posting on Facebook that she was “keeping the streets safe from Somalis” during the trial of a Somali immigrant accused of attempted murder.\textsuperscript{158}
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In 2012, at least four attorneys in a U.S. Attorney’s office either resigned or were demoted as a result of their “anonymous” postings on a Louisiana newspaper’s website during the high profile trial of five New Orleans police officers who allegedly shot innocent victims in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The online comments were a significant contributing factor to behavior that the judge deemed “grotesque prosecutorial misconduct” when he overturned the conviction and ordered a new trial. Notably, the main online perpetrator was not directly involved in the trial.

In 2013, a Beaumont, Texas Assistant U.S. Attorney made derogatory, racially charged comments on Facebook regarding the Trayvon Martin case.

[He] . . . commented on the Trayvon Martin case, in which George Zimmerman was acquitted in the death of the teen who had gone to the store to buy Skittles and Arizona iced tea, the story says.

[He] wrote: “How are you fixed for Skittles and Arizona watermelon fruitcocktail (and maybe a bottle of Robitussin, too) in your neighborhood? I am fresh out of ‘purple drank.’ So, I may come by for a visit. In a rainstorm. In the middle of the night. In a hoodie. Don’t get upset or anything if you see me looking in your window . . . kay?”

There are many more examples in what John Browning has dubbed the “rogues gallery” of social media blunders. Perhaps one of the most recent examples is the comments made by a Beaumont, Texas Assistant U.S. Attorney.


162. Id. While the Beaumont U.S. Attorney’s Office found the comments to be reprehensible, it is unclear whether the prosecutor was disciplined because the comments did not have to do with a case in the office and the office did not have a social media policy.
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is the Florida prosecutor's mother's day greeting to "all you crack hoes" that appears at the opening of this article.\textsuperscript{164} Some of the lawyers involved in the examples discussed above lost their jobs, while others were disciplined on the job or by a bar association. Universal among the cases is the impact on the legal profession. No doubt, there are individual factors that apply in all of these examples, but given the pervasive nature of social media and the repeated social media mishaps occurring within the legal profession, perhaps there is an overarching cultural explanation.

\section*{A. Culture Clash?}

Why are there so many stories of lawyers tripping on ethical landmines in cyberspace? Psychological studies have found that people share on social media because sharing is not only consistent with human nature, but also is often prompted by emotional arousal for which social media sharing may provide a sense of closure.\textsuperscript{165} Additionally, "oversharing" stems from our basic wiring and the inherent pleasure we gain from talking about ourselves.\textsuperscript{166} Thus, a lawyer's need to vent about a client, opposing counsel, or judge—conversations that traditionally occurred in a discreet, face-to-face conversation with a colleague—may now appear as a hyper-personal, disinhibited, and possibly "flaming" post on social media. As such, a lawyer's natural desire for connectedness and social feedback, another factor in why people share on social media, may underlie the impulse to post a crack hoes mother's day greeting or controversial comment about the Trayvon Martin case.

Perhaps, the problem is that the legal profession's culture is not a culture of quick share and connects. Contrasted with the quick and immediate nature of social media and its values of share and connect are the legal profession's values of careful analytical thinking, confidentiality, and respect for others as well as for the legal profession's perceived role in society. In other words, lawyers are known for careful analysis of confidential information
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rather than public sharing of private information and opinions. Some of the fundamental cultural norms of social media and the legal profession seem to directly contradict one another. On the other hand, some of the personality traits associated with lawyers such as being aggressive, competitive, and subject to suffering high degrees of psychological stress may render social media compelling as an outlet for emotionally charged opinions or as a vehicle for winning-at-all-costs legal strategies.

Moreover, the fact that the profession has not historically codified the value of cultural competency and that legal education has been criticized for failing to adequately connect analytical thinking skills with real world situations compounds the situation. Why? Because a lawyer who does not appreciate the clashing nature of social media norms with the legal profession’s norms and also suffers from a general lack of cultural competency will not likely appreciate the impact of his social media post upon the vast audience that comprises social media. The public defenders who were terminated for anti-Palestinian posts may not have considered that there would be uproar from the Islamic community that voiced concern about being able to have unbiased representation for anyone in their community who might be in need of a public defender.167 Thus, a lawyer who blends his professional and personal life on social media without appreciating Mark Zuckerberg’s suggestion that the days of having two identities—one for work and one for home—are rapidly coming to end, is a lawyer who may be risking his reputation and career. Beyond understanding the cultural differences between social media and the legal profession, some guidelines may prove to be beneficial.

B. Cultural Competency and Social Media Guidelines for the Legal Profession

In 2012, the International Bar Association’s (IBA) Legal Projects Team conducted an international survey of its member bar associations and reported its findings in The Impact of Online Social Networking on the Legal Profession and Practice. The survey found that “over 90 percent of respondents identified a need for bar associations, law societies and councils, or, alternatively, the IBA, to develop guidelines regarding the use of online social networking sites in the legal profession.”168 On May 24, 2014, the IBA
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published International Principles for the Legal Profession. These principles were developed after taking into consideration varying cultural differences in the use of social media by IBA’s international members and seek to resolve the “cultural clash” between social media and the legal profession.

The first of the six principles acknowledges the normative value of independence and suggests, “[b]efore entering into an online ‘relationship’, lawyers should reflect upon the professional implications of being linked publicly. Comments and content posted online ought to project the same professional independence and the appearance of independence that is required in practice.”

The second principle addresses integrity and explains “[l]egal professionals are expected to maintain the highest standards of integrity in all dealings, including those conducted over social media. Comments or content that are unprofessional or unethical could damage public confidence, even if they were originally made in a ‘private’ context.”

The third principle is responsibility and pertains to understanding how social media works. In other words, lawyers should acquire competence as to the methods for engaging in social media. The third principle states:

Legal professionals should be reminded to maintain responsible use of social media based on a full understanding of the implications (noting that information published on social media is not easily removable) and, at the same time, monitor and regularly review their use of and content on social media . . .

Social media provides a platform for quick, short messages to be disseminated widely. What was intended to be humorous or frivolous may be received as a serious declaration. Bar associations and regulatory bodies should remind legal practitioners to consider the context, the potential audience and whether the comment is clear and unambiguous. As a general guidance, legal practitioners ought not to do or say something online that they would not do or say in front of a crowd. Lawyers should also be reminded that inappropriate use of social media could also lead to exposure to discrimination, harassment and invasion of privacy claims as well as exposure to claims for defamation, libel and other torts.

The fourth principle, confidentiality, pertains to the importance not only of client confidentiality, but also of the public perception that lawyers maintain confidence of client information. This principle recommends that, “bar associations and regulatory bodies should encourage lawyers to consider
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client confidentiality more generally when using social media . . . [and warns that even] . . . information that locates a lawyer geographically and temporally could be used to show professional involvement with a client who does not wish to publicize that he or she is seeking legal advice.173

The fifth principle, maintaining public confidence, echoes Zuckerberg's observation of the need for a unified identity. It states that:

[L]egal practitioners should be encouraged to monitor their online and offline conduct in the same way. Restraint should be exercised so that online conduct adheres to the same standard as it would offline in order to maintain a reputation demonstrating characteristics essential to a trusted lawyer, such as independence and integrity . . .

As with offline activity, lawyers have personal autonomy over their private affairs. The difference with online social media is that a lawyer's life and activities may be exposed more widely to public gaze, which may have the effect of highlighting the key characteristics of the lawyer. It is essential that bar associations and regulatory bodies ensure that lawyers appreciate these key characteristics and risks when pursuing their personal social life online. In addition, because it is common to use a variety of social media, bar associations and regulatory bodies should remind lawyers to consider whether the sum total of their social media activity portrays a legal professional with whom clients can entrust their affairs.174

The sixth and final principle, policy, calls upon law firms and other legal offices to develop clear policy guidelines for employees as to social media use. This principle serves as reinforcement of the concept that social media culture is distinct from the culture of the legal profession and therefore must be thoughtfully integrated in the legal profession.175

The IBA has not only identified competence, integrity, confidentiality, and maintaining the public trust as characteristics of the legal profession, but has also sought to explain the nuances of social media to assist attorneys in avoiding the undertow when human nature encourages a lawyer to express himself online without regard to his offline professional identity and the cultural norms of the legal profession. Awareness is an essential ingredient in avoiding the quick expression of a thought or feeling consistent with the
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culture of social media, but the expression of which will ultimately clash with normative values in the legal profession.

VIII. THE ROLE OF AWARENESS

As discussed above, becoming culturally competent requires a heightened awareness in the moment. Pausing to consider another person’s cultural context and how it might be influencing that person’s communication is essential. Likewise, an awareness of an individual’s own cultural predispositions and biases is a critical component of cultural competency. Awareness is necessary not only in dealing with clients, opposing counsel, judges, and jurors, but also when engaging in the culture of social media. Both aspects of cultural competency come into play. Awareness of the manner of self-expression of the communicator and awareness of the potential reaction of the recipients of the communication are required. The IBA’s social media principles for the legal profession focus on both the need to maintain fundamental values of the legal profession and the fact that awareness of these values and the norms of social media culture are the formula for successfully integrating these two cultures.176

In his book, *The Eighth Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness*, Stephen Covey describes awareness as the realization that there is a space between an event and a person’s response to that event.177 Covey notes that the understanding that an individual may pause in this space had a dramatic impact upon his orientation in the world.178 Dr. Daniel Siegel explains that by pausing to gain insight into what is influencing your thought process, you may be able to reflect and more consciously deliberate to thoughtfully decide upon a response rather than quickly react in a regrettable manner.179

In “Thinking, Fast and Slow,” Daniel Kahneman describes the process of thinking about our thinking, or “meta-awareness.”180 He explains that correcting errors that originate in our intuitive, implicit thinking is simple in principle, but in actuality requires a considerable investment.181

The simple principle is “to recognize the signs that you are in a cognitive minefield, slow down, and ask for reinforcement” from the conscious, deliberate aspect of your mind—the slow thinking system.182 Kahneman further explains:
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Un fortunately, this sensible procedure is least likely to be applied when it is needed most. We would all like to have a warning bell ring loudly whenever we are about to make a serious error, but no such bell is available . . . The voice of reason may be much fainter than the loud and clear voice of an erroneous intuition, and questioning your intuitions is unpleasant when you face the stress of a big decision. More doubt is the last thing that you want when you are in trouble . . . The upshot is that it is much easier to identify a minefield when you observe others wandering into it than when you are about to do so. 183

Cultivating awareness and understanding the psychological theories that impact interpersonal relationships and decision-making are areas of growing interest in the legal profession. Jennifer Robbennolt and Jean Sternlight’s book, Psychology for Lawyers, is part of the growing literature advancing the idea that not only should law students and lawyers be taught cultural competency, but also they should learn about cognitive psychology and emotional intelligence to increase self-awareness and improve effectiveness. 184 Robbennolt and Sternlight begin their book with Judge Learned Hand’s observation in a 1911 opinion. Judge Hand wrote, “[h]ow long we shall continue to blunder along without the aid of unpartisan and authoritative scientific assistance in the administration of justice, no one knows; but all fair persons not conventionalized by provincial legal habits of mind ought, I should think, unite to effect some such advance.” 185

Robbennolt and Sternlight have embraced Judge Hand’s suggestion and provided an in-depth exploration of the value for lawyers of learning more about psychology, “the science of how people think, feel and behave.” 186 They suggest that, “[l]awyers who can harness the insights of psychology
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will be more effective interviewers and counselors, engage in more successful negotiations, conduct more efficient and useful discovery, more effectively persuade judges and others through their written words, better identify and avoid ethical problems, and even be more productive and happier.”

Robbennolt and Sternlight explain heuristics that impact decision-making and the variables that result in ethical lapses, which may occur “more easily and less intentionally than we might imagine.” It is critical to maintain an awareness of the underlying psychology at play and the fact that the influence of certain aspects of legal practice, such as zealous client advocacy, may contribute to an ethical lapse.\(^{190}\) Awareness of the ethics rules, as well as prior planning, also contribute to more effective and ethical decision-making.\(^{191}\) Prior planning tools that may be used include identifying beneficial resources, anticipating pressure,\(^{192}\) and employing the psychological strategy of implementation.\(^{193}\) An “implementation intention” may be useful for lawyers who are highly engaged in social media and want to avoid impulsively sharing thoughts that are better left unpublished. Robbennolt and Sternlight explain:

\[
\text{[a]n implementation intention is an if-then statement that specifies how we will behave in a future situation. In particular the statement anticipates and articulates a specific triggering circumstance or feeling followed by a detailed statement of what we will do on that occasion . . . . [W]e might say, when I feel myself under pressure to make a concession, I will tell Joe that I need to make a phone call and take a five-minute break.”}
\]

Another strategy for cultivating awareness is mindfulness, the development of non-judgmental awareness in the moment, which is growing in popularity in the legal community. Mindfulness enhances awareness of thoughts, feelings, and bodily sensations that are experienced in the present moment, which impact our decision-making and often go unnoticed. The legal profession is embracing mindfulness practice to provide tools to assist in engaging
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in the pause, “thinking about ones thinking”, and responding more thoughtfully.195

As discussed above, once an individual develops an enhanced self-awareness, he may better analyze his relationship to other cultures, obtain knowledge about other cultures, and further develop the skills to recognize and adapt to the distinction in the moment. This formula is true for any cross-cultural exchange, but traveling in the land of social media is more like being a traveler in a foreign land than it is sitting directly across from a client where perhaps it is easier to practice and engage in Bryant and Koh Peters’ five habits of the culturally competent lawyer.196 When using social media, a lawyer should be aware not only of aligning his conduct to the norms of the legal profession, but also must consider the culture sensitivities of the virtually unlimited culturally diverse audience.

It is not possible to apply cultural competence skills to consider all ages, ethnicities, nationalities, sexual preferences, vocations, education levels, socio-economic levels, and other traits of the people to whom a lawyer may be “speaking” through status updates, tweets, Instagram pictures, and YouTube videos. Thus, lawyers need to be aware that using prejudicial, biased language even in jest, posting controversial comments about a group of people such as the Palestinians, or unprofessionally posting and commenting on a client’s underwear197 are social media posts that can quickly be viewed by hundreds or even thousands of people, depending upon privacy settings as well as other social media sharing methodologies. Moreover, whatever you post is permanent.198 In other words, lawyers beware: you are what you post.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

There is a robust literature dedicated to cultural awareness and cultural competence. The role of the lawyer and the cultural norms of the legal profession also command an enormous body of scholarly writing and analysis. Finally, there is an increasing amount of research and literature revolving around the impact of the digital age and the culture of social media. Ultimately, this article is about raising awareness. Awareness of the value for lawyers who are willing to develop cultural competence. Awareness of the benefit for lawyers who understand the normative values of the legal profession and recognize how those values may align or contrast with personal values and the context in which they practice. Awareness that a competent lawyer must be knowledgeable about both the advantages and pitfalls of using social media in the effective practice of law. Finally, awareness in the moment so that a lawyer may pause and calibrate his cultural competency such that his words remain true to his intention and identity, whether it be online or offline.

*Speak clearly, if you speak at all; carve every word before you let it fall.*

—Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr.